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In the midst of the COVID- 19 pandemic, invocations of both a present 

and future “new normal” circulate ad nauseam throughout news outlets 

and social networks. This new normal has multiple, and often contested, 

dimensions, denoting the likelihood that social distancing protocols will 

remain in place for many years to come; that app- based health moni-

toring and access will become even more central to daily life; and that 

increasing precarity for many and a dramatic increase in profits for a 

small few will continue unabated, to name just a few proposed aspects of 

the new normal. Ubiquitous curve graphs and data visualizations help us 

to grasp these dimensions of the new normal.

This language invokes not only a now vanished “old” normal, which 

becomes an object of nostalgia, but also encourages us to reconsider the 

concept of the normal itself. As Georges Canguilhem, Michel Foucault, 

and François Ewald, among others, have noted, the concepts of norms, 

normativity, and normalization came to prominence in the eighteenth 

and nineteenth centuries and were bound up with, and to, concepts of 

economy, population, and race. Invocations of the normal in these dis-

courses were also necessarily claims about nature, even if, as Foucault 

stressed (following Canguilhem), the nature referenced by practices of 

what he called “normativity”— that is, the use of the human sciences to 

locate new possible norms and “nudge” social relations toward those— was 

4
RESILIENCE
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understood as pliable and capable of change. Though we may now believe 

that nature and culture cannot be rigorously distinguished and that we 

live in a modulatory, postnormal, postanthropocentric, and posthuman 

society, the invocation of the new normal emphasizes the continuing 

importance of this ideal of a nature that would enable both the old and 

the new normal.

But if the language of the new normal contains an implicit reference to 

nature, what form of nature is this, precisely? We can begin to approach this 

question by considering calls for cities or states to “flatten the curve” (see 

figure 4.1). The goal and language of infection curve flattening emerged 

from a 2007 US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention article on the 

community- based mitigation of pandemic influenzas.1 This discourse has 

4.1 Chart illustrating CDC plans for managing a pandemic, published more than a decade 

before the start of the COVID- 19 pandemic. Source: Centers for Disease Control and Pre-

vention, Interim Pre- pandemic Planning Guidance: Community Strategy for Pandemic Influ-
enza Mitigation in the United States— Early, Targeted, Layered Use of Nonpharmaceutical 
Interventions (Atlanta: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2007), 18.
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some curious features. The assumption that we will end up on the curve 

and that the best we can do is to flatten it assumes that pandemics are 

inevitable, although it is uncertain when and where they will start. Such a 

premise was prepared both by public health officials’ warnings about com-

ing pandemics, by the emergence of infectious diseases such as HIV/AIDS 

in the Global North, and by popular nonfiction books and movies with 

titles such as The Hot Zone, The Coming Plague, Outbreak, and Contagion 

(not to mention the slew of zombie- apocalypse films and television shows 

that fill our imaginaries with the logic of infection). Virtually no one in 

public health doubted the possibility of another zoonotically transferred 

pandemic; the only question was when. This means, in turn, that though 

pandemics are clouded in uncertainty— Which disease will it be? When will 

it hit? From where will it emerge, and to where will it spread?— they are still 

understood as events that will inevitably need to be managed. Pandemics 

are, in short, “known unknowns.”

The discourse of curve flattening also assumes that efforts to mitigate 

the consequences of new infectious diseases will always be significantly 

hampered by human- created obstacles that seem in principle preventable. 

Public health professionals and many others fully understand that better 

urban planning, more social equity, stronger public health infrastructures, 

transformed agricultural systems, and improved environmental man-

agement would likely prevent many future pandemics. Yet few actually 

believe that these infrastructural changes will occur, no matter how many 

lives such measures would save. As a consequence, the best we can do is 

to manage this uncertain event (i.e., flatten the curve). Because COVID- 19 

spreads through the act of breathing, we have to slow the metabolism of 

the social system so that we can accelerate the demise of the virus. This is 

an example of the management of temporalities: a strategy that assumes 

catastrophe will occur but that there are ways to address this trauma. 

Those ways, as mentioned in chapter 2, largely involve an army of track-

ing apps, the construction of ever more digital surveillance, and, of course, 

new modes of working, learning, and living online.

Our primary goal in this chapter is to trace the genealogy of (1) the 

premise that environmentally induced trauma should not be understood as 

either an event or shock, but simply itself the new normal, and (2) that, as 

a consequence, humans must develop “resilient,” data- intensive structures 
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that can transform what earlier would have been considered a catastrophe 

into a managerial possibility. Our approach borrows from the work of Lisa 

Parks and Janet Walker, who discuss disaster media. For them, disaster media 

is a heuristic that allows us to understand how environmental and “natu-

ral” catastrophes are coproduced with media infrastructures, which in turn 

creates new forms of governmentality, narrative, and inequity.2 We trace 

here the emergence of the contemporary concept and practices of resil-

ience, with resilience understood as that which enables management in 

the face of constant change and crisis; demands large- scale and distributed 

information gathering; emphasizes speculative scenario planning (which 

itself requires financial speculation); and, as a result, conceptualizes the 

planet and life itself as test beds for demo- ing possible futures.

Our account has three parts. In the first we document how the devel-

opment of ecosystem ecology between the 1940s and 1960s helped to 

reconfigure approaches to the environment in ways that would subse-

quently make it graspable as a medium for computation and speculation. 

Ecosystem ecology itself, though, did not take this step, and in the second 

section we focus on the emergence of the notion of ecological resilience 

in the 1970s, stressing that this concept explicitly critiqued the concept 

of homeostasis central to ecosystem ecology, and implicitly challenged 

the idea of “limits” promulgated in the report The Limits to Growth. In the 

third section, we use the example of adaptive management techniques to 

trace the merging of ecological concepts of resilience with business prac-

tices, with the treatment of ecologies as “service providers” acting as a key 

link between these discourses. Recalling our examples from chapter 2, our 

conclusion to this chapter notes that smartness is often oriented toward 

the goal of making urban spaces and other infrastructures “resilient” to 

climate change in a manner that makes some populations vulnerable and 

expendable while maintaining the wealth and power of others (a dynamic 

exemplified in figure 4.2). This chapter not only aims to understand how 

this itself became the new normal but also seeks to point out alternatives 

to this vision.

FROM SYSTEMS ECOLOGY TO ALLOPLASTICITY

On July 16, 1945, in the New Mexico desert, the first nuclear device was 

detonated (figure 4.3). The result of one of the most massive scientific 
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Dow mounts a comeback

4:01 pm: Dow surged nearly 1,300 points

Dow Jones industrial average from February 12 to March 2
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SOURCE: FactSet. Data as of market close on 3/2/2020.
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4.2 Dow rally on Monday, March 2, 2020. Source: CNBC, “Dow Rallies Nearly 1,300,” 

accessed June 2, 2020, https:// www . cnbc . com / 2020 / 03 / 02 / stock - market - today - live . html .

4.3 Trinity test fireball at 16 milliseconds after detonation, Alamogordo Bombing and 

Gunnery Range, New Mexico, July 16, 1945. Source: Wikipedia, s.v. “Trinity,” last modi-

fied February 6, 2022, https:// de . wikipedia . org / wiki / Trinity - Test #  / media / File:Trinity_

Test_Fireball_16ms . jpg .
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efforts on earth, the Trinity test would enable the design of the bomb 

named Fat Man, which was dropped on Nagasaki, Japan, three weeks 

later. The test, in other words, almost immediately ceased to be a test and 

became a reality.

After witnessing the Trinity test explosion, J. Robert Oppenheimer, the 

scientific director of the Manhattan Project, quoted the Bhagavad Gita: 

“If the radiance of a thousand suns were to burst into the sky, that would 

be like the splendor of the Mighty One.” As the large mushroom cloud 

bloomed over the desert, another line from the same scripture came to 

his lips: “I am become Death, the destroyer of worlds.” Oppenheimer 

would soon turn publicly against his own invention, unable to stomach 

the fact that he had helped to construct a technology that would shatter 

the world— that is, a machine designed for nothing but death and that, 

simply through its testing, had already transformed all life on earth.3

The Trinity test marked a pivotal moment when species survival and 

technology were intimately, and horrifically, intertwined. Radioactive 

fallout from the test ensured that every element of life was penetrated 

by the effects of human technology, which is also to say design. The very 

shell of the planet was transformed geologically by radiation. Today, the 

radioactive trace of this test is one of the main markers used by the geo-

logical sciences to demarcate the newly proposed geological era of the 

Anthropocene. This test defined the moment when human materials and 

technologies entered the earth’s crust and could be scientifically mea-

sured. It also heralded the start of a new technical era that has reshaped 

the planet’s climate and geology. And by helping to end World War II 

with a US/Allied victory, the Trinity test inaugurated the rise of American 

empire and the start of the Great Acceleration and the Information Age. 

All of these developments were driven by the new energy and computa-

tional machines unlocked through the war. In this sense the Trinity test 

marked the moment when technologies and life could no longer be sepa-

rated and when design could be understood as techne for transforming 

human life at a planetary scale— sometimes through computation and 

calculation; sometimes by using populations, both human and animal, 

as media; and even more often by linking computation and populations.

Oppenheimer’s reflections on the outcome of what remains to date 

one of the largest and most technically intensive and expensive design 
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projects in human history would be uncannily repeated by the designer 

Victor Papanek some 30 years later to describe a new feature defining the 

human. Humans, Papanek argued, cannot be distinguished from nonhu-

man animals by their possession of either language or toolmaking. The 

nascent and interrelated sciences of ecology, sociobiology, cybernetics, 

and ethology had discovered, for example, that bees have languages, and 

other animals construct vast architectures. Rather, Papanek argued that

mankind is unique among animals in its relationship to the environment. All 
other animals adapt autoplastically to a changing environment (by growing 
thicker hair . . .  etc.). . . .  Only mankind transforms earth itself to suit its needs 
and wants alloplastically. This job of form- giving and reshaping has become the 
designer’s responsibility.4

Humans, Papanek argued, make climates rather than adapt to environ-

ments. Humans can indeed destroy worlds, as Oppenheimer noted, but for 

Papanek, this possibility was grounded in the more fundamental human 

capacity to make worlds.

Papanek’s claims were part of a more general rethinking of the concept 

of the environment in the 1960s and 1970s. Where environment had ear-

lier tended to be understood as either a set of forces external to the body 

or as the habitat within which living beings found themselves, Papanek 

conceptualized environment as a medium akin to other media, such as 

film, photography, or metal, that could be given form and reshaped. Papa-

nek was among the first to conceptualize what we will call the planetary 

test bed. We adapt this term from Papanek’s colleague and inspiration, the 

architect Richard Neutra, who referred to the “planetary test,” though we 

modify the phrase to underscore the technical and engineering aspirations 

of this approach.5 Within this vision, the planet and all its populations— of 

humans, information, materials, and nonhuman lives— are reenvisioned 

as a milieu for the growth of computation. This also means rethinking 

human life and habitat as an experiment and opportunity for design inter-

vention and growth at a planetary scale. Design, Papanek implied, should 

no longer focus on adaptation to an environment understood to be outside 

human control but rather should be understood in terms of a more fun-

damental capacity for alloplasticity— namely, the forming and reshaping 

of the earth. It is our gift, or curse, to deny adaptation and instead desire 

technical and design interventions.
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Our goal in this section is to document the steps— primarily, though 

not exclusively, in ecosystem ecology— that led from Oppenheimer’s hor-

ror at the irreversible effects of the Trinity test on the planet itself to 

Papanek’s enthusiasm about the possibilities this enabled for rethinking 

our planetary condition. Our first stop on this path is a key linkage estab-

lished in the late 1940s among nuclear testing, risk management, and the 

study of ecology.

Between 1948 and 1958, the United States used the string of newly 

acquired Marshall Islands to conduct roughly 50 nuclear weapons tests. 

These so- called Pacific Proving Grounds ended up being ground zero for 

both nuclear technology development and for the birth of a cybernetically 

informed ecology. These tests unleashed massive amounts of radiation 

into the surrounding environment and seas, affecting the flora, fauna, 

and people of this territory. With the usual arrogance of empire, Ameri-

cans treated the irradiated Indigenous people and animals as resources for 

developing new technologies and knowledge. Dr. Robert Conrad, the doc-

tor in charge of testing and medical care for the hundreds of Marshallese 

on the islands who had been exposed to radiation, suggested in a 1957 

memo that the Islanders could “afford most valuable ecological radiation 

data on human beings.”6

As Elizabeth DeLoughrey notes in her brilliant analysis of the Pacific 

Proving Grounds, this epistemology of power was underpinned by the 

“myth of the isolate.” As DeLoughrey and Richard Grove have docu-

mented, both the concepts of Eden and “the deserted island” were criti-

cal in enabling the rise of both modern science and colonialism. Since at 

least Sir Thomas More’s Utopia (1516), the isolated island was understood 

as a space located outside of European culture and society that had its 

own set of rules. In More’s Utopia, the isolated island was a mirror world 

for possible political reorganizations of Europe. Through the figures of 

the Pacific Islands and the New World, islands served as critical imagi-

nary spaces that allowed Europeans to imagine that they were encoun-

tering others who either were not human or at least were not as human 

as themselves. The island could therefore legitimately serve as a labora-

tory, a place where conditions not normally encountered in the mundane 

European world could be found or induced.
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Perhaps paradoxically, this fantasy of a space from which European 

social order was absent and in which one could encounter “nature” sat 

comfortably with projects of terraforming and transforming these suppos-

edly isolated, pure, or primitive habitats into more civilized ones. From 

the draining of swamps in Palestine to combat malaria, to the transfor-

mation of agricultural systems in India, to the dredging of ports and riv-

ers to expand trade, empire, terraforming, and geoengineering have long 

been accomplices of one another. Terraforming is not a contemporary 

discovery. The civilizing mission included taming nature and making it 

economically productive in the terms set up by plantation systems, min-

eral and energy extractive economies, and, later, industrial agriculture.7

Beginning in the late nineteenth century, ecology had a particularly 

important place within these sciences of empire. “Isolates,” whether they 

were literal islands or geographies that could be treated like isolated islands, 

were central to the development of ecology: Charles Elton’s seminal con-

cept of the food chain, for example, was based on his research on Bear 

Island, a small arctic island that contained fewer than 100 animal spe-

cies, while G. Evelyn Hutchison (whom we discuss at more length below) 

developed many key ecosystem notions through his study of Linsley Pond 

in New Haven, Connecticut.8 The premise of the ecological isolate, as his-

torian of ecology Joel B. Hagen notes, was that the ecological processes 

located in the isolate “were comparable to those operating in the bio-

sphere as a whole.”9

Early twentieth- century ecologists also often adopted a mechanistic 

approach to nature and these isolates. Historian of science Peder Anker 

argues that the British naturalist Arthur Tansley, who coined the term “eco-

system” in the 1920s, “believe[d] . . .  that a complex system like the human 

mind or society could be explained in terms of simple biological processes, 

which in turn are based on physical and chemical laws of energy.”10 Tans-

ley also understood nature as something that could be managed in an 

industrial and colonial manner. The study of ecosystems became integral 

to the mechanical maintenance of the machineries of empire. Colonial 

administrators who took inspiration from the new concepts of ecosystems 

came to naturalize the order of the British Empire as the reflection of the 

order of nature. Concepts of evolution, apex ecosystems, and holism, all 
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of which were central to late nineteenth-  and early twentieth- century ecol-

ogy, reinforced the idea of Britain’s ascendance; in this sense, models of 

nature justified models of governance.11

In the post– World War II period, nuclear technologies enabled the 

concepts of the island isolate and the ecosystem to combine in a new 

way, for exposing a purportedly isolated island to radioactivity enabled 

the development of a cybernetic imaginary of the ecosystem. More spe-

cifically, nuclear tests provided ecologists with a new way to see the rela-

tions between living beings by providing scientists with a new form of 

inscription.

Howard and Eugene Odum, among the most successful ecologists of 

the era, visited the Marshall Islands from 1954 to 1955 in order to study 

the Eniwetok Atoll, part of the Pacific Proving Grounds. Howard Odum 

had focused in his dissertation on the movement of strontium in the 

environment, while Eugene had investigated the ecosystems around the 

Savannah River Site in Aiken, South Carolina, where nuclear materials 

were processed for weapons. The coral reefs of the atoll presented the 

ecologist brothers with an imagined isolate and extreme laboratory. They 

understood these reefs as extremely varied ecosystems that, “save for 

[minor] fluctuations,” seem “unchanged year after year, and reefs appar-

ently persist . . .  for millions of years.” Their primary question, then, was 

the following: “How are steady state equilibria such as the reef ecosystem 

self adjusted?” Yet immediately after noting their interest in equilibria, 

they turned to a massive change: “Since nuclear explosion tests are being 

conducted in the vicinity of these inherently stable reef communities, a 

unique opportunity is provided for critical assays of the effects of radia-

tion due to fission products on whole populations and entire ecological sys-

tems in the field.”12 The bomb produced a new expanse of testing and a 

new test bed at the scale of the ecosystem, but it also opened the fear of 

change. Instability and disruption could now happen at speeds not imag-

ined by ecologists, who envisioned systems stable for eons, during which 

evolution progressed at steady but slow speeds. The Odums’ work would 

pioneer a new form of ecological perception that combined materialities 

and methods bridging the emerging sciences of communication and con-

trol: cybernetics, systems theory, and computation.13
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For the Odums and the ecologists who followed their lead, radiation 

inscribed the movements of materials and energy throughout ecologies 

in ways that enabled these movements to be visualized and quantified. 

Radiation was soon to be equated with energy and metabolism and hence 

became a method for visualizing food chains in a system. In making these 

metabolic relations visible, research at these grounds opened the way to 

thinking of life at a planetary scale in terms of information or data trans-

fer (understood as quantities of energy) and also made these complex 

networks both visible and capable of being modeled. In this sense, the 

ecological work done throughout this period laid the foundations for the 

subsequent computational modeling and designing of environments.

Howard Odum was particularly important to this process, for he 

extended significantly the role of concepts and practices of feedback, 

cybernetics, and simulation into ecosystem study. Odum was a student of 

Yale ecologist G. Evelyn Hutchinson, who attended the Macy Conferences 

on Cybernetics in New York in 1946 and was among the first to begin 

applying systems theories emerging from the new sciences of communi-

cation and control to ecology.14 In his paper for the conference “Circular 

Causal Systems in Ecology,” Hutchinson introduced what he described 

as biogeochemical and biodemographic approaches to ecology. The bio-

geochemical approach sought to merge the study of biology with that of 

geology. Hutchinson suggested that this would be a largely quantitative 

approach, which would employ flowchart- like diagrams to document the 

relations of energy and chemistry among different parts of a system (see 

figure 4.4). The biodemographic approach was more conceptual and did 

not measure anything, though it was grounded in abstract mathematical 

models that purported to describe population growth and behavior; these 

models were intended to reveal the conditions “under which groups of 

organisms exist . . . [and were] self- correcting within limits.”15 As the his-

torian of science Peter J. Taylor argues, “For Hutchinson whether ecology 

was biogeochemical or biodemographic— it was nevertheless united by 

a theoretical proposition: Groups of organisms are systems having feed-

back loops that ensure self- regulation and persistence.”16 For Hutchin-

son’s cybernetically informed version of ecology, systems were composed 

of feedback loops that facilitated adaptation, survival, and stability.
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Howard Odum extended these concepts of his mentor throughout 

his work. His research on the Eniwetok Atoll, for example, established a 

paradigm of mapping the relations between organisms in ecosystems and 

producing representations and models of the system. Radiation played a 

key part in making visible the metabolic cycles— for example, phospho-

rus, nitrogen, and carbon cycles— and energy consumption of systems. 

Odum went on to conduct a vast body of research, including a major 

study in which parts of a tropical forest in Puerto Rico were irradiated 

4.4 Hutchinson’s image of biogeochemical processes. Source: G. E. Hutchinson, “Cir-

cular Causal Systems in Ecology,” Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences 40 

(1948): 221– 246.
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in order to examine the impact that radiation and technology have on 

ecosystems. As Odum argued in 1983, his overarching research goal had 

been

to develop a systems language that would combine features of actual systems, 
drawing from other systems languages as needed. An energy circuit language 
of symbols and diagrams was developed combining kinetics, energetics, and 
economics. It does mathematics symbolically but at the same time keeps track 
of energy laws. In the process of its use it was realized that the diagrams are 
themselves a form of mathematics with emergent theorems and perceptions 
for the workings of the mind that extend the capacity to see wholes and parts 
simultaneously.17

Odum was in this sense a pioneer of a new form of technical vision that 

permitted local measurement to take on planetary or scalar proportions 

and thus bridge the very small and the very large— or, as he put it, the 

“wholes and parts simultaneously.”18

Part of Odum’s technical vision was to model parts of the world through 

generative flowcharts that trafficked in the same language of electrical 

engineering that underpinned early computing and computer program-

ming (figure 4.5). He imagined and built analog “machines,” so to speak, 

that mapped energy by means of a visualization practice analogous to 

programming and organizational charts of the time and were visually 

like circuit boards. Odum took ideas of information and combined them 

with energy and feedback to begin modeling how systems self- regulated. 

These diagrams became both simulations of future ecosystem behavior 

and epistemologies of organization.

The concept of energy was central to Odum’s project of approaching 

ecosystems through the lens of engineering concepts. Borrowing from 

practices of circuit design in electrical engineering, Odum treated energy 

as a common unit for representing processes between discrete elements 

or units within ecosystems. Energy was bound to ideas of feedback in 

engineering, and representing ecosystems in terms of energy enabled one 

not only to represent these systems but to do so in a symbolic language 

commensurate with, and translatable into, digital computation. One cost 

of this approach, however, was that the separate ecosystem elements that 

the ecologist identified— for example, a specific animal population— were 

treated as homogeneous units. In treating ecosystem populations in this 
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4.5 Energy- circuit “language” for modeling ecosystems. Source: H. T. Odum, “The Rain For-

est and Man: An Introduction,” in A Tropical Rain Forest, ed. H. T. Odum and R. F. Pigeon (Oak 

Ridge, TN: U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Division of Technical Information, 1970), A- 6.
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way, Odum explicitly drew on the mathematician and statistician Alfred 

J. Lotka, who himself had drawn on thermodynamic physics to develop 

a series of equations in which the members of populations were treated 

like identical particles of gases.19 Although this approach allowed Odum 

to treat the populations of an ecosystem as nodes within a circuit or net-

work, it also moved interest away from those questions of change, nov-

elty, and speciation that, as we noted in chapter 1, were central to the 

population thinking for which Ernst Mayr advocated.20

One consequence was that Odum’s flowcharts allowed ecologists to 

envision the world as calculable, computational, and dynamic only because 

they also presumed that ecosystems naturally tended toward homeostasis. 

The concept of apex ecologies, for example, was a way of acknowledging 

change but containing it within the frame of homeostasis. One ecology 

would give way to another, but this would eventually lead to— or at least 

tend toward— a final stable “apex” ecology. For Odum, the coral reefs of 

the atoll were such a system, for they could remain “unchanged year after 

year . . .  for millions of years.” More generally, we can say that the premise 

of “isolating” ecosystems for study, and imagining that a system could be 

modeled and its future managed in its entirety, tended to position change 

as a disturbance, rather than an endemic condition. This did not mean 

ignoring change: Odum’s work on the coral reefs, for example, was made 

possible by the human introduction of new radioactive isotopes into the 

environment. But it did mean understanding ecology as the study of the 

means by which ecosystems resolve change into stability.

This simultaneous interest in change and the valorization of homeosta-

sis and stability was not specific to Odum but rather integral to the cyber-

netics discourse upon which he drew. For cyberneticians and the many 

disciples of midcentury operations research and communication sciences, 

the world was fundamentally stochastic, prone to accidents and unfore-

seen events, and thermodynamic entropy would always prevail in the 

long run. At the same time, cybernetics presumed that feedback and care-

ful engineering would enable pockets of self- organization and regulation 

that ran counter to the inevitable degradation to which the second law of 

thermodynamics pointed. The key, then, was to keep change and distur-

bances small and continuous, and so within the operating limits of well- 

engineered systems. The real problem, from this perspective, was volatile 
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and dramatic change and disruption, which was incommensurable with 

homeostasis. In the realm of political analysis and policy, for example, 

cybernetics- inspired analysts and policy- makers felt confident that game- 

theory models could keep in check the “closed” competition between the 

world’s two nuclear superpowers, the US and the USSR. However, they 

feared that the decentered and networked world that was emerging in the 

wake of decolonization and economic transformation in the 1960s would 

not allow for this kind of stability and homeostasis.21

THE LIMITS OF LIMITS: FROM THE CLUB OF ROME TO RESILIENCE

Howard Odum’s valorization of homeostasis within ecosystem ecol-

ogy had implications leading in two quite different directions. On the 

one hand, Odum’s understanding of ecosystems as made up of discrete 

components that could be represented in flowchart fashion and as tend-

ing toward stability and homeostasis enabled him to develop a sense of 

both the connections among, and the vulnerabilities of, the parts of the 

planetary ecosystem. He was a pioneer in recognizing that energy and its 

metabolism had implications for both humans and all animal life and in 

encouraging the belief that this planetary metabolism could be modeled 

and perhaps even optimized by means of machines. This vision— though 

often developed by Odum with the help of military funding— provided 

tools for identifying environmental injustices; the threats that industry 

posed to various ecosystems; and the costs of human violence, such as 

war, that resulted from the military- industrial complex (see figure 4.6).22 

Equating social and environmental engineering by means of both the 

model of the flowchart and concepts of connectivity and communica-

tion thus meant an ability to envision changing social and natural envi-

ronments, both for the better and for the worse. In producing a shared 

language between computation and environment, Odum’s innovations 

paved the way toward making ecology a medium for design.

On the other hand, Odum’s cybernetic- derived emphasis on stabil-

ity and homeostasis meant that intentional changes to the world’s social 

and natural economics could only be understood as virtuous if such 

changes were oriented toward a stable, “final” state that, like the coral 

reefs, could persist unchanged. The possibility of constant change was, 
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from this perspective, not thinkable as anything other than a slide toward 

entropy. Yet it was not clear how such a perspective could take into 

account the view of some ecologists that many ecosystems did not appear 

to stabilize after suffering disruption. Simply ending the use of a toxin or 

reseeding an environment, for example, often did not return the system 

to its past state, and even seemingly environmentally friendly actions, 

such as lowering fishing quotas or replanting trees, had little effect once 

certain levels of disruption to the ecosystem were surpassed.23 Even more 

problematic, it was not clear how the homeostasis view could deal with 

the fact that massive disruptions to regular ecosystem behavior— whether 

from human technologies such as DDT or nuclear blasts, or in the form of 

past “natural” mass extinction events— were, though extreme, nonethe-

less relatively standard natural events, at least when one considered long 

enough timescales. These facts suggested that systems might be naturally 

volatile. Though Odum’s ecosystem ecology could only view these facts 

through a negative lens, some ecologists wondered whether change could 

4.6 Howard Odum’s model of the Vietnam War. Source: Howard T. Odum, Systems 
Ecology: An Introduction, ed. Robert L. Metcalf and Werner Stumm (New York: John 

Wiley & Sons, 1983), 552.
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be understood as a potential, a source of value, and a necessary activity 

in nature.

The first of these implications of Odum’s approach was evident in The 

Limits to Growth, while the second set of implications was developed in 

critiques of that report.24 As we noted in chapter 1, the computational 

dimension of The Limits to Growth was led by Jay Forrester, a pioneer in 

systems thinking and the design of large- scale computer systems. For-

rester worked at MIT to develop the first large- scale computer systems, 

such as the Semi- Automatic Ground Environment for antiaircraft and 

nuclear defense, and he had subsequently applied computing to a range 

of social and human science problems, such as managing industrial sup-

ply chains and urban design. While returning home in a plane after a 

meeting in 1970 with the Club of Rome group in Bern, Forrester sketched 

a flowchart diagram of the “world system” since the year 1900 and after-

ward received funding to create a simulation that would model the world 

system’s possible futures.25 Closely replicating the type of diagrams pro-

duced at the time by figures such as Odum, Forrester drew the world in 

terms of flowcharts and computer programs.26

Donella H. Meadows, the lead author of The Limits to Growth, remem-

bered Forrester’s contribution as stressing that the key problem facing the 

world was “growth— exponential growth of energy use, material flows, 

and population against earth’s physical limits. That which all the world 

sees as the solution to its problems is in fact a cause of those problems.”27 

At a 1968 meeting of the Organisation for Economic Co- operation and 

Development in Bellagio, which included many future members of the 

Club of Rome (and also Forrester), Hasan Ozbekhan, director of planning 

at the System Development Corporation, suggested that humankind was 

facing “Continuous Critical Problems,” which included pollution, pov-

erty, and racial discrimination.28 What made these problems difficult to 

address was the human inability to think systemically and globally. Prob-

lems seemed to have no limits, but human thinking did. The Limits to 

Growth sought to solve some of these problems via computing, suggest-

ing that while humans simply could not comprehend scale or nonlinear 

growth, machines and their models were able to do so (figure 4.7).

As we noted in chapter 1, The Limits to Growth sold millions of copies, 

and its success underscored the extent to which a global public was open 
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4.7 Imagining world problems through feedback loops. Source: Donella H. Meadows 

et al., The Limits to Growth: A Report for the Club of Rome’s Project on the Predicament 
of Mankind (New York: Universe Books, 1972), 97.
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to its message about system limits, the dangers of surpassing those limits, 

and the protocols of computational modeling of the world system. The 

report relied on a widespread mood, developed since the end of the Sec-

ond World War, that the world was on the brink of catastrophe. The threat 

was initially that of nuclear weapons, which produced the first large- scale 

imaginary of a terminal end of the human species. This threat was chan-

neled into a contest of the warring ideologies of the Cold War, which 

positioned the planet as a closed space, within which only communism 

or capitalism could emerge as the sole winner.29 In the 1960s, texts such 

as Paul Ehrlich’s The Population Bomb added a second fear— namely, that 

the newly decolonized Global South and its imagined masses of population 

would deplete the resources of the world. Postcolonialism suggested the 

possibility of a world split into fragmented and warring entities, some of 

which were armed with new strategies of both subversion and popula-

tion. Major foundations, including the Ford and the Rockefeller Founda-

tions, as well as the US government through the United States Agency 

for International Development organization, devoted millions of dollars 

for programs aimed at studying population management and control in 

the Global South. Americans especially came to understand international 

population control and management as crucial to ensuring their health 

and well- being.30

The emergence of an environmental consciousness through the work 

of ecologists such as the Odums illuminated a third threat. Insecticides 

such as DDT, fertilizers, and other industrial products seemed able to dis-

rupt natural ecosystems, and the fact that many of these were initially 

military technologies only augmented the sense of impending disaster. 

The environment itself had become a war zone, even if the “adversary” to 

be fought on this field was not quite clear; the conflict was diffused into 

a worldwide network of environment; and the fields of battle were the 

territories of biodiversity and the management of biological production 

and reproduction. Drawing together these multiple threats, The Limits 

to Growth amplified an already existent European and American sense 

of threat that bound together population, environmental, and political 

issues and that, it seemed, could only be addressed via the instantiation 

of some sort of homeostatic “steady state” for the world system.
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Yet this emphasis of the Club of Rome and ecologists such as Howard 

Odum on homeostasis also provided impetus to a quite different emer-

gent discourse that we label resilient hopefulness. While this discourse was as 

technocratically optimistic as the Club of Rome and Odum, it understood 

“limits” quite differently. Where Odum and the Club of Rome employed 

computation in order to produce purportedly objective knowledge of 

those limits beyond which systems could not function, the discourse of 

resilient hopefulness employed a new epistemology, one that emphasized 

that uncertainty could never be eliminated. It thus also pointed to a new 

technology of management that aimed not at control but rather at resil-

ience in the face of endemic shocks. We can observe the emergence of 

the discourse of resilient hopefulness in two fields that had an especially 

strong stake in the uptake of The Limits to Growth: economics and ecology.

HAYek, FrIedmAn, And resIlIent mArkets

Since the stability of the post– World War II international system of 

Western- style democracies had been premised on the constant economic 

growth of national economies, economists were likely to be concerned by 

a report that advocated, on ecological and demographic grounds, for an 

end to growth.31 For many economists, this implied that one would have 

to choose between ecological stability or political stability; one could not 

have both. In his 1974 speech for his Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic 

Science award, the economist Friedrich Hayek disparaged The Limits to 

Growth as part of a general plea, addressed to both mainstream economists 

and their leftist critics, for a more modest epistemology that would give 

up on the dream of complete knowledge of and control over the future. 

Hayek noted drily that the recent creation of the Nobel Prize in Economic 

Science was itself testimony to the “propensity [of economists] to imitate 

as closely as possible the procedures of the brilliantly successful physical 

sciences” but stressed that, in economics, this often “led to outright error.” 

Hayek stressed that economies were not equivalent to the isolated systems 

of physics. This was in part because a social science such as economics 

focused on the behavior of large populations of different agents, with the 

result that
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like much of biology but unlike most fields of the physical sciences, [economics 
has] to deal with structures of essential complexity, i.e. with structures whose char-
acteristic properties can be exhibited only by models made up of relatively large 
numbers of variables. Competition, for instance, is a process which will produce 
certain results only if it proceeds among a fairly large number of acting persons.32

Rather than pretending to be able to replicate the kinds of discoveries 

about the natural world available to physicists, economists should instead 

accept a biology- like world of uncertainty, chance, and large populations 

of different individuals. This would mean relinquishing the goal of plan-

ning and turning instead to the more modest goal of managing. For Hayek, 

societies emerge from decentralized networks of information coordinated 

through markets, which meant that seeking to plan or regulate the 

economy— by, for example, limiting or eliminating growth— could only 

end in disaster.

Hayek suggested that mainstream economists, by seeking to emulate 

the physical sciences, had in fact given encouragement to precisely that 

fantasy of control he saw as central to The Limits to Growth. He suggested 

that

it is often difficult enough for the expert, and certainly in many instances 
impossible for the layman, to distinguish between legitimate and illegitimate 
claims advanced in the name of science. The enormous publicity recently given 
by the media to a report pronouncing in the name of science on The Limits to 
Growth, and the silence of the same media about the devastating criticism this 
report has received from the competent experts, must make one feel somewhat 
apprehensive about the use to which the prestige of science can be put. But it is 
by no means only in the field of economics that far- reaching claims are made 
on behalf of a more scientific direction of all human activities and the desirabil-
ity of replacing spontaneous processes by “conscious human control.”33

For Hayek, systems self- organized from the “free efforts of millions of 

individuals” and not the conscious decision- making power of the few. As 

a consequence, control— understood as predicated on the prediction of 

future events, whether by mainstream economists or the Club of Rome— 

was impossible. For Hayek, though, this was not cause for despair. Rather, 

it was grounds for hope, provided that those populations of millions were 

allowed to engage new and unanticipated problems flexibly by means of 

unrestricted market activity.
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Hayek’s lecture focused primarily on the rather abstract realm of epis-

temology and provided relatively little guidance as to what this approach 

might look like in practice. However, in the 1970s several economists and 

ecologists turned to concepts of flexibility and resilience to explain how 

the epistemological modesty valorized by Hayek could generate solutions 

to specific new and unanticipated problems while at the same time avoid-

ing system collapse. Within international relations, one such problem 

was the failure of the Bretton Woods international currency exchange 

system in the late 1960s and early 1970s. The Bretton Woods system was 

designed shortly after World War II and was supposed to keep Western 

economies stable by preventing large international currency exchange 

rate fluctuations, which many economists and policy analysts saw as one 

of the key causes of the rise of Fascist and totalitarian regimes after World 

War I. However, the system— which pegged international currency rates 

to the US dollar and the US dollar to a fixed gold exchange rate— was 

having serious problems in the 1960s and finally ended in 1971, when 

President Richard Nixon declared that the US dollar could no longer be 

exchanged for gold.

Chicago School neoliberal economist Milton Friedman saw in the 

collapse of the Bretton Woods system an opportunity for creating a new, 

resilient system of international currency exchange. In a 1971 article 

titled “The Need for Futures Markets in Currencies,” Friedman acknowl-

edged that, in the absence of an international system of currency con-

trols, exchange rates would shift constantly in relationship to one another. 

The architects of Bretton Woods had seen such volatility as a problem 

since it meant that those engaged in foreign trade would have to take 

significant risks that the currency in which a trade was negotiated would 

depreciate by the time payments were to be made. Bretton Woods thus 

sought to institute a “system of rigidly fixed [exchange] rates that do not 

change.” However, as Friedman noted, they ended up with a “system of 

rigidly fixed rates subject to large jumps from time to time,” and these 

large jumps eventually broke what was designed to be a rigid system of 

control.34 Friedman argued that the solution could not be another rigid 

centrally controlled system but instead a resilient futures market for cur-

rencies: that is, there was a “major need for a broad, widely based, active, 
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and resilient futures market” that would allow those engaged in foreign 

trade to hedge the risks associated with currency exchange changes.35

For Friedman, “resilience” was to be understood as the opposite of “rigid-

ity,” and would mean, in practice, something like the oxymoronic notion 

of “stable change.” More specifically, currency markets would change in 

response to global events but nevertheless continue to protect international 

trade, the international global political order of the West, and the primacy 

of the United States within that order. Although Friedman was presumably 

one of those economists chastised by Hayek in his lecture as overly com-

mitted to “scientific” models of economics, Friedman’s proposal for resil-

ient futures markets nevertheless exemplified Hayek’s image of markets 

that flexibly managed, rather than rigidly controlled or planned, an always 

uncertain future.

HollIng, ecologY, And resIlIence

The terminology of resilience was also at the center of a new discourse 

in ecology, one that subtly contested both Howard Odum’s commitment 

to homeostasis and the implementation of that vision in The Limits to 

Growth.36 Ecologist C. S. Holling began his 1973 essay “Resilience and Sta-

bility of Ecological Systems” with a contrast between two ways of looking 

at the world:

INDIVIDUALS DIE, POPULATIONS DISAPPEAR, and species become extinct. 
That is one view of the world. But another view of the world concentrates not so 
much on presence or absence as upon the numbers of organisms and the degree 
of constancy of their numbers. These are two very different ways of viewing 
the behavior of systems and the usefulness of the view depends very much on 
the properties of the system concerned.37

Odum and the Club of Rome valorized a world without change (i.e., sta-

bility) and so understood change only as either the movement toward 

stability or the first step toward collapse and catastrophe. Holling, by con-

trast, sketched a view of the world in which change— even catastrophic 

change— is the norm. Yet, Holling proposed, such change leads not to the 

end of systems but rather to their evolution. Changes may indeed cause 

some species to go extinct, yet systems themselves, “degrees of constancy,” 

and evolution persist. Holling used the term “resilience” to capture this lat-

ter capacity of systems (figure 4.8).
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Holling based his new term, “resilience,” on a number of ecological 

facts that Odum’s systems approach had difficulty incorporating. In an 

early critique of then- current models of industrial fishery and forestry 

management, Holling demonstrated that using insecticides, reseeding 

lakes with fish, or replanting one type of tree did not in fact return eco-

logical systems to an earlier, purportedly stable state. Holling’s research 

on budworm infestations that destroyed economically valuable softwood 

forest stands (conducted while he was employed by the Canada Depart-

ment of Forestry in Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario) led to an even more star-

tling conclusion.38 The spruce budworm is a small defoliating insect that 

had plagued the boreal forests of North America in periodic episodes for 

centuries. In response, in 1951 the Canadian province of New Brunswick 

initiated an insecticide- spraying program. In the short term, this success-

fully reduced tree mortality. Yet these efforts did not appear to work in 

the long term. Using historical data from 1951 to the early 1970s, Hol-

ling’s group discovered that forests went through cycles of fluctuating 

4.8 C. S. Holling’s diagrams speculating on various “futures” for population repro-

duction curves and deriving fecundity and morbidity (bottom row) from these curves. 

Source: C. S. Holling, “Resilience and Stability of Ecological Systems,” Annual Review of 
Ecological Systems 4 (1973): 1– 23.
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populations, changing their entire state and character over longer sweeps 

of history; that is, there is no one “apex ecology,” for forests constantly 

shift among dominance of spruce, birch, and balsam fir trees (figure 4.9). 

Under natural conditions, budworms contribute to this process of change. 

It was in part the tree industry’s preference for one type of tree over another 

that encouraged the notion of an “ideal” state of the forest that should 

remain stable.39 Holling’s computational modeling of the historical time 

series also suggested that tactics intended to maintain this ideal state, 

such as the use of insecticide, actually increased the area of the forest 

vulnerable to incipient outbreak conditions. In other words, attempts to 

maintain stability were, over the long term, counterproductive since they 

extended vulnerability and the possibility of future outbreaks over larger 

territories.

Managing ecosystems with a focus on stability was, in short, an error. 

Efforts to distinguish taxonomically between populations, count the size of 

each population, and place these numbers in flowcharts of linked boxes 

that retained their form because they were connected to one another by 

processes of negative feedback fundamentally misunderstood the nature 

of ecologies. Positive, rather than negative, feedback was the central 

concern for Holling’s approach to system modeling, for positive feedback 

produces dynamism and change. This emphasis on change suggested 

to Holling that one must think of ecologies not primarily in terms of 

their resident populations but in terms of the processes or services that an 

ecology provides. What, in fact, does a forest do? Does it provide trees? 

Shade? Hatching grounds for other species? These processes were the 

central elements of ecologies, and these processes had to be distinguished 

from the numeric counting of populations, however important the latter 

might also be. If humans wanted to manage forests, they had to seek to 

maintain these processes, rather than simply a specific number of indi-

viduals in a population.

In the case of the forest in the budworm studies, for example, Holling 

suggested that the absolute number of spruces is not important. What is 

important is the ability of the forest to rejuvenate and to continue grow-

ing trees, and this capacity depends upon fluctuating numbers within 

specific tree and insect populations. Better ecological management meant 

understanding that systems change: forests in Ontario, for example, might 
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be used for some time for leisure and vacationing and then for forestry, 

and their management must change accordingly. As we note in more detail 

below, Holling described this as “adaptive management” and argued that 

while this approach necessitated constant gathering and analysis of data, 

the goal of data gathering was not to locate deviations from a stable state 

but to enable managerial goals and methods to change in response to a 

constantly changing ecology.40

If in the 1940s and 1950s the nuclear bomb and its fallout had pro-

vided a new way to visualize ecological relations, by the late 1960s con-

tamination of the environment made it possible for ecologists such as 

Holling to reenvision those relations not in terms of stability but in terms 

of constantly mutating systems. Resilience denoted for Holling the capac-

ity of a system to persist by changing in periods of intense external per-

turbation. The concept of resilience enabled a management approach to 

ecosystems that “emphasize[s] the need to keep options open, the need 

to view events in a regional rather than a local context, and the need to 

emphasize heterogeneity.”41

In order to secure more possible routes for adaptation in case of unan-

ticipated shocks, environmental managers had to create multiple strate-

gies for future action, think “regionally” (that is, in terms of networks 

and connections across different territories and times), and emphasize 

heterogeneity (e.g., biodiversity).42 Resilience was defined in relationship 

to crisis and states of exception; as we noted in the introduction to this 

book, resilience can be a virtue only when crises are assumed to be either 

quasi- constant or the most relevant issue for managerial actions. Holling 

underscored that the movement from stability to resilience required an 

epistemological shift: “Flowing from this [emphasis on resilience] would 

be not the presumption of sufficient knowledge, but the recognition of 

our ignorance: not the assumption that future events are expected, but 

that they will be unexpected.”43

Seeing the world through the lens of resilience meant not only expect-

ing the unexpected but also employing the unexpected as occasions for 

learning. As Holling noted,

Efforts to reduce uncertainty are admirable. . . .  But if not accompanied by an 
equal effort to design for uncertainty and to obtain benefits from the unexpected, 
the best of predictive methods will only lead to larger problems arising more 
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quickly and more often. This view is the heart of adaptive environmental man-
agement— an interactive process using techniques that not only reduce uncer-
tainty but also benefit from it. The goal is to develop more resilient policies.44

Adaptive management was a method for transforming ecology into engi-

neering while at the same time transforming engineering into an adap-

tive learning process— or, in Papanek’s terms, channeling the human 

capacity for alloplasticity into environmental management.

As our reference to Papanek underscores, Holling’s theory of resilience 

was in one sense simply symptomatic of larger shifts in ideas of evolu-

tion, as applied to both nature and culture, that occurred in the 1960s 

and 1970s. For example, new theories of evolutionary change, such as 

the Gaia theory developed by chemist James Lovelock and microbiolo-

gist Lynn Margulis in the early 1970s, focused on the capacity of living 

organisms to metabolize the geological, energetic, and chemical materials 

of the earth to induce climatic change. Breaking down the clear sepa-

ration between the geological and the organic, Gaia theory was predi-

cated on regular extinction events and massive pollution scenarios as one 

microbe or geological event after another transformed the environment 

into an inhospitable milieu for fellow organisms. Yet despite the regularity 

of massive extinction events, “life” persevered and constantly evolved, 

and was in this way always able to reformulate environments.45 Holling’s 

emphasis on epistemological modesty was echoed in Hayek’s market the-

ory, while economists such as Eugene Fama sought to demonstrate in 

the 1970s that extreme volatility and so- called fat tail distributions were 

much more common in financial markets than would be predicted by 

theories that presumed a steady state normal curve in market growth.46 

Holling was, from this perspective, simply one of many who contested 

the view that economy, culture, and life were characterized by stability.47

If we have focused on Holling’s theory of resilience, it is because this 

theory, especially its implementation within the practice of adaptive 

management, has proven to be especially important in drawing together 

the seemingly separate realms of ecology and economics. We will expand 

on Holling’s key notion of adaptive management in the next section, but 

before doing so we want to make three summary points about resilience.

The first is that because resilience assumes uncertainty and volatility 

as our common, perhaps even “normal,” condition, the life and death 
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of specific individuals or even populations is in principle less important 

than the ongoing evolution of systems. Second, resilience refers to a new 

way to model systems and therefore to define and measure their ele-

ments. Instead of developing taxonomies that enable ecologists to orga-

nize populations into stable categories, resilience encourages ecologists 

to define systems in terms of processes and to measure the relationships 

between populations and other factors (nitrates, carbon, energy, and so 

on). A first corollary of this second point is that the techniques designed 

for ecological management also apply to human systems since there is no 

hard and fast distinction between these two kinds of systems.48 A second 

corollary of this second point is that past data can be used to build con-

cepts and encourage experimentation but can never actually predict the 

future. Our third point is that ecologists interested in resilience emphasize 

heterogeneity and diversity as important to facilitating resilience. Systems 

without a surplus of functions and populations cannot adapt. Perfectly 

optimized systems would collapse when faced with change— and the lat-

ter was inevitable.

There are tensions among these summary points. On the one hand, the 

focus on processes and what today are called ecosystem services necessarily 

means that some lives and populations can be acceptably sacrificed so 

long as the system continues to operate; in this sense, trauma is a regular-

ized and normalized event. (In later ecological work on hierarchies and 

models of ecosystems, ecologists often prioritized “key” species or rela-

tionships in order to make the model operative.49) On the other hand, 

environmental managers recognized that only systems with robust diversity, 

redundancy, and supplemental capacities might survive abrupt and cata-

strophic events— which meant, when combined with Holling’s emphasis 

on epistemological modesty, that it was impossible to know in advance 

which lives and populations were “actually” disposable. Resilience thus 

oscillates between the two poles of Darwinian evolutionary theory: on the 

one hand, survival of the fittest; on the other, the need for diversity within 

and between populations in order to enable adaptability. Optimization of 

the system always potentially comes at the cost of adaptation. This means, 

though, that ecology can contest contemporary forms of artificial intel-

ligence grounded in the assumption that improvements always occur 

through optimization of the “fit” of solutions to a representable model.
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ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT

Holling’s new understanding of ecological systems as made up first and 

foremost of services (rather than, say, populations), his emphasis on epis-

temological modesty, and his stress on enabling resilience for an always 

uncertain future brought his vision of ecology quite close to the neo-

liberal understanding of markets. It is thus perhaps not surprising that 

Holling’s understanding of resilience has spread far beyond ecology 

proper and has become central to disaster management, design thinking, 

humanitarian aid, governmentality, and infrastructural security; in addi-

tion, his related concept of adaptive management has moved outward 

from ecology to fields such as business and urban design.50 By 2007, Hol-

ling himself had become a central figure in both environmental policy 

and business management circles, not least because of his work founding 

the Stockholm Resilience Center, a major university and international 

science advisory council that encourages research on resilience and 

socioecological systems, works closely with numerous United Nations 

branches, and develops initiatives for the global seafood industry.51

While other scholars have noted the spread of concepts of resilience 

from ecology into other fields, they have generally not focused on the 

extent to which Holling’s distinctive approach to data gathering, computer 

modeling, and scenarios have been part of that package. We want to stress 

this point, for it is the roles of data and model building for adaptive man-

agement that have made the latter especially important to the development 

of smartness and the smartness mandate. In his field- defining textbook, 

Holling urged ecological managers to accept that “comprehensive ‘state of 

the system’ surveys (species lists, soil conditions, and the like)” are not “a 

necessary step in environmental assessment.” Holling stressed that

survey studies are often extremely expensive yet produce nothing but masses of 
uninterpreted and descriptive data. Also, they seldom give any clues to natural 
changes that may be about to occur independently of development impacts. 
Environmental systems are not static entities, and they cannot be understood 
by simply finding out what is where over a short survey period.52

Moreover, ecological management encompassed for Holling both social 

and environmental features that are difficult to define and which there-

fore escape the earlier and static models of ecosystem ecologists such as 

the Odums.53
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In order to negotiate these limits of large data sets, two practices began 

to emerge within both ecology and business management. On the one 

hand, managers moved away from the goal of predicting the future and 

instead adopted methods of scenario planning for extreme events. In 

his foreword to Holling’s Adaptive Environmental Assessment and Manage-

ment, environmental manager Martin Holdgate echoed Hayek’s critique 

of efforts to predict the future, contending that in the case of environmen-

tal studies, “much effort has been devoted to . . .  collection of unneces-

sarily large quantities of data that have given rise to undue expectations 

and unsatisfactory predictions.”54 Holling and his colleagues argued that 

though large data sets are often necessary for effective environmental man-

agement, such data should be used to create models that are understood 

from the outset as partial and always in need of future refinement (or even 

abandonment). Models enable the development of multiple scenarios of 

the future, but the intuitive plausibility of these scenarios can also be used 

to contest aspects of the model.55 Whether Holling and his colleagues drew 

the term “scenario” from Cold War planners such as Herman Kahn, their 

approach paralleled the development in the late 1960s and early 1970s 

of scenario- planning divisions within major corporations such as Royal 

Dutch Shell. These corporate divisions also emphasized the impossibility of 

predicting the future and the importance of using scenarios recursively as a 

means of allowing companies to learn and adapt to changing conditions.56

There is a significant distance between Holling’s vision of fallible sce-

narios and the models of the future provided in The Limits to Growth. 

Meadows and her colleagues also stressed that their “graphs are not exact 

predictions of the values of the variables at any particular year in the 

future” and noted that the model could and should be refined as more 

data was gathered.57 At the same time, Meadows and her coauthors stressed 

that their model itself was complete, in the sense that it accurately cap-

tured and revealed the world system’s “behavioral tendencies”:

Even in the absence of improved data, information now available is sufficient to 
generate valid basic behavior modes for the world system. This is true because 
the model’s feedback loop structure is a much more important determinant of 
overall behavior than the exact numbers used to quantify the feedback loops. 
Even rather large changes in input data do not generally alter the mode of behav-
ior, as we shall see in the following pages. Numerical changes may well affect 
the period of an oscillation or the rate of growth or the time of a collapse, but they 
will not affect the fact that the basic mode is oscillation or growth or collapse.58
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Additional data would thus enable only a refinement, rather than a fun-

damental disqualification, of the report’s model itself.

Adaptive management (and scenario planning) contested precisely 

this belief in the unquestionable validity of the model. Adaptive man-

agement thus sought to study and collect data on management systems 

themselves in order to develop more complex models of their operations 

so that this understanding could be fed back into, in order to improve, 

management principles. Resilience managers must bring together better 

knowledge about how systems survive stress with an awareness that ele-

ments of systems will always escape current models. As the limit points 

of computational analysis and prediction, scenarios not only described 

possible futures but also served as a constantly shifting and new frontier 

for calculation. The scenario was both what one could not in fact model 

but could only guess at intuitively, and what ongoing efforts at data gath-

ering and feedback models must constantly seek to capture.

Principles of adaptive management have been integrated into many 

contemporary business practices, often by merging with practices that 

have different genealogies. In his work on business continuity manage-

ment (BCM), for example, Andreas Folkers demonstrates how notions of 

ecological resilience entered business management and informed disaster 

and catastrophe preparedness in the case of the financial sector.59 Folkers 

notes that BCM

is a nascent disaster preparedness and recovery strategy that is mostly applied 
in the private sector. It seeks to ensure the continuous functioning of the most 
fundamental business processes in the face of various emergencies. It involves 
establishing redundant infrastructures like relocation sites and back- up systems, 
as well as the preparation of emergency protocols to enable swift and effective 
responses to disruption. BCM is a generic risk management strategy, but it is 
especially prominent in the finance sector. This is because 9/11 not only height-
ened awareness of the importance of proper disaster response strategies in the 
financial sector, but also highlighted the shortcomings of existing incident man-
agement strategies.60

Folkers notes that though the genealogy of continuity planning can be 

traced back to Cold War efforts to ensure the persistence of government 

and government services in the event of nuclear war, this aspiration was 

then linked to concepts of resilience in the early 2000s. If adaptive man-

agement aims to enable learning with continuity, BCM is focused on ensur-

ing the continuity side of that aspiration.61
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The principles of BCM were made stunningly visible in 2012 when 

the Category 3 hurricane Sandy hit the New York metropolitan area. The 

storm devastated the infrastructure there, leaving almost 10 million peo-

ple literally in the dark. Infrastructure damage was particularly intense in 

minority and Black neighborhoods, as well as public housing projects in 

zones such as Red Hook in Brooklyn.

Yet in the midst of the storm, a single gleaming building in Manhat-

tan did have power, despite the outages everywhere else. That building 

was investment bank Goldman Sachs, one of the major financial institu-

tions in the United States. Its ongoing operations were both in support of 

and an example of adaptive management tactics cultivated after Septem-

ber 11, 2001, to ensure the ongoing operation of its financial services. If 

one were to imagine the ecosystem services of lower Manhattan, it is clear 

that— at least in the vision of certain planners and engineers— finance is the 

key service, and much of the rest of the city can essentially be sacrificed 

to maintain the continuity of this function. Goldman Sachs’s continuity 

managers are, in any case, more concerned with continuing services than 

anticipating the specific disaster that might strike the city. Continuity 

management aims to overcome logistical challenges, and over the last 

decade, Goldman Sachs has issued a business continuity statement that 

announces its preparedness through the triage of personnel; redundancy 

in servers and data infrastructures; dispersal across sites for archiving and 

service functions; and emergency electrical and building management 

systems, to name a few of their measures.62

The BCM practices of Goldman Sachs and other companies are marked 

by the absence of the state, and the geographic dispersal of these strate-

gies across multiple national borders. Resilience continuity management 

demands the dispersal of activities into different zones of legal regula-

tion, weather, energy, and geological stability to ensure the safety of its 

information networks and services. This is quite distinct from the spatial 

centralization of the Cold War bunker system. The continuity strategies 

of Goldman Sachs and other companies underscore a shift to the mode 

of vital systems security that has become dominant since the early 2000s 

and which is characterized by a disinterest in causal prediction in favor 

of all- purpose strategies of ensuring continuity— and, whenever possible, 

using disasters as occasions for further learning about how the corpo-

rate structure can better manage future disasters.63 Resilience thus also 
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participates in that zonal reformulation of territory in the name of experi-

mentation that we described in chapter 2.

The recent concept of business antifragility developed by popular 

financial writer and sage of uncertainty Nassim Taleb is another example 

of adaptive management and resilience. While Taleb criticizes the specific 

way in which the term “resilience” has been employed by economists, his 

notion of antifragility is remarkably similar to the concept of ecological 

resilience developed by Holling. For Taleb, antifragility names the ability 

of organizations and organisms to gain strength from stress and shock. 

Taleb suggests that the awkwardness of his term “antifragile” underscores 

that there is no existing word for this concept in most languages. He claims, 

though, that this concept that describes a dynamic that we can observe in 

natural evolutionary processes:

The most interesting aspect of evolution is that it only works because of its 
antifragility; it is in love with stressors, randomness, uncertainty, and disorder— 
while individual organisms are relatively fragile, the gene pool takes advantage 
of shocks to enhance its fitness. So from this we can see that there is a tension 
between nature and individual organisms.64

Evolution is radically uncertain. However, like ecologists and Goldman 

Sachs, adaptive managers can understand and produce new measures. As 

Taleb explains, antifragile managers— or, as we would put it, managers ori-

ented toward resilience— constantly and actively measure error:

Fragility can be measured; risk is not measurable (outside of casinos or the minds 
of people who call themselves “risk experts”). This provides a solution to what 
I’ve called the Black Swan problem— the impossibility of calculating the risks 
of consequential rare events and predicting their occurrence. Sensitivity to harm 
from volatility is tractable, more so than forecasting the event that would cause 
the harm. So we propose to stand our current approaches to prediction, prognos-
tication, and risk management on their heads. In every domain or area of applica-
tion, we propose rules for moving from the fragile toward the antifragile, through 
reduction of fragility or harnessing antifragility. And we can almost always detect 
antifragility (and fragility) using a simple test of asymmetry: anything that has 
more upside than downside from random events (or certain shocks) is antifragile; 
the reverse is fragile.65

Taleb suggests that stress tests, failures, and simulations do not necessarily 

discover specific future risks but rather enable us to assess, and mitigate, 

systemic fragilities. As in the case of Holling’s adaptive management and 

Goldman Sachs’s business continuity plans, big data operate in Taleb’s 
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Excursus 4.1

The East Kolkata Wetlands

The megacity of Kolkata, West Bengal, India, lies on the floodplains of the 

Hooghly River at sea level (figure 4.10). One of the largest and densest settle-

ments on earth, the city was central to the development of capitalism and 

has long been at the heart of global trade and commerce. Kolkata was also a 

massive terraforming project for imperial and capitalist concerns. In search of 

wealth from saltpeter, opium, salt, silk, cotton, jute, tea, and rice, the British 

East India Company first transformed the silt and protective wetlands of the 

area into a logistical center through the creation of this riverine port in the late 

eighteenth century.66

This transformation of nature into real estate also inaugurated one of the 

world’s great pandemics. Cholera bacteria lived untouched and untroubled 

inside small snails at the bottom of the river. When the East India Company’s 

dredges uprooted these snails, and with them the bacteria they sheltered, they 

4.10 Rajarhat, district 5, New Town, Kolkata, India. Source: Photo by Orit Halpern, March 

13, 2016.

antifragility planning not in the service of imagining and instantiating 

specific futures but rather in consolidating and extending aspects of the 

present into the future.
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4.11 East Kolkata wetlands. (a) Fish farming. (b) Real estate speculation and high- end 

luxury development. Source: Photos by Sudipto Basu, October 4, 2021.
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Excursus 4.1 (continued)

unleashed cholera into human populations. By the early nineteenth century, 

the first cholera outbreaks were reported in Europe. The pandemic continued 

for decades, becoming one of the most lethal pathogens afflicting human 

populations.

The wetlands of West Bengal have in this way long served as both sites 

of speculation and ecological catastrophe (figures 4.11a and 4.11b). Today, 

these silts and wetlands are rapidly being converted into shiny office tow-

ers in the search for smartness. The fancy peri- urban new and smart cities of 

the region, such as Rajarhat, Salt Lake City, and New Town, all tout slogans 

of a clean “atmosphere,” of green construction, green corridors, and smart 

services and buildings. New Town, one of the shinier greenfield suburbs being 

constructed, has even recently been ordained by the Ministry of Housing and 

Urban Affairs as the “eighth most intelligent” of India’s 100 smart cities. It has 

been certified and identified as “enabled” by an instrument labeled the data 

maturity assessment framework 2.0 that measures how much data is put online.67

Bengali state planners hope for growth and innovation in Kolkata’s tech-

nology sectors, which is lagging in comparison with other regions in India, by 

means of new developments on the former wetlands. While much of the new 

housing in Rajarhat, as well as in its nearby New City and Salt Lake develop-

ments, is underoccupied (having been bought for speculation by domestic and 

foreign investors), construction continues ahead at full speed on luxury con-

dos and office parks. These spaces are highly leveraged and derived, conjoining 

joint imaginaries of smart and greenfield cities fostered by the Indian govern-

ment and Bengali planners with derivative actions of global finance capital.68 

Whether these aspirations for smartness are realized or not, the developments, 

including a new Trump Tower, are commencing at a frantic pace. At the same 

time, some 30,000 people (as of 2016; the current total is surely much higher) 

have been displaced by the past decade of development.69

This search for real estate to build smart cities is, however, happening on 

top of the city’s alternative infrastructures for resilience and life. Kolkata is 

perhaps the only city of its size on earth that has no wastewater treatment 

facilities. In the 1980s, sanitation engineer Dhrubajyoti Ghosh was asked by 

a finance minister to investigate the sewage treatment situation in Kolkata. 

He realized there was none. Instead, he discovered something long known to 

local fishermen and denizens (not to mention the millions eating the fish)— 

namely, that a system of aquatic agriculture dependent upon the local algal 

ecology was conducive to degrading wastes and could serve multiple func-

tions. Seemingly miraculously, a city of 14.5 million inhabitants, 70 percent of 

whom live in poverty, has its water fairly effectively recycled and cleaned by a 

wastewater aquaculture area called the East Kolkata Wetlands (EKW).

The EKW help feed a city in which the majority of the population lives 

in poverty, provide cheap and energy- free sewage treatment, and— equally 

important— serve as one of the most important ecosystems and ecologies for 

flood defense in the face of climate change. The Rajarhat area in the wetlands 
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Excursus 4.1 (continued)

also contains aquifers crucial for the water recharge of the entire delta and 

may maintain the hydrological equilibrium of large amounts of the subconti-

nental watershed. It is also a biodiversity hot zone.

The demise of the EKW to make way for smart buildings and infrastructure 

puts at risk the lives of the poorer denizens of Kolkata, as well as the existence 

of many nonhuman species. Environmentalists and planners have drawn on 

the concept of resilience to argue that destroying this area may be the death 

knell for a city that is one of the most vulnerable in the world to sea- level rise.70

Ghosh himself described forms of planning in which consideration of the 

poor is excluded from urban planning and engineering schemes as “cognitive 

apartheid.71 In the past 30 years, many Asian cities turned from wastewater 

aquaculture to other forms of monoculture agriculture and abandoned wetland 

methods in the name of higher- technology sewage treatment plants. Kolkata 

had remained one of the exceptions to this rule. Though in 2002 the EKW was 

designated a Ramsar site and so is in theory protected under the purview of 

the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization, ongoing 

dispossession— largely achieved through fraudulent means as poor fishing fami-

lies are bought off— has transformed protected lands into speculative real estate. 

At the same time, the government touts sustainability and resilience primarily 

by understanding cities as “engines of growth for the economy . . .  setting in 

4.12 Floating wetlands, Charles River, Cambridge, MA. Source: Photo by Orit Halpern, 

April 17, 2021.
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RESILIENT REPURPOSED

Each of our earlier examples— adaptive management, BCM practices, and 

antifragility strategies— instantiates in its own specific ways the more gen-

eral logic by which smartness combines data gathering, modeling, and 

planning. Smartness predicates itself on a world assumed to be so complex 

that it can never be perfectly modeled, which in turn means both that 

catastrophes must be habitually expected and that one cannot plan for 

the next specific disaster. The logic of smartness thus endorses Paul Virilio’s 

suggestion that we live in the era of the “generalized accident”— that is, 

an age characterized by catastrophes that are largely human induced yet 

nevertheless cannot be anticipated in their specifics.74 The best one can do 

is to manage specific accidents as they arrive. Such management requires 

ever- increasing data collection within microenvironments, which is then 

Excursus 4.1 (continued)

motion a virtuous cycle of growth and development.”72 These contemporary 

practices extend earlier postcolonial policies encouraging urbanization and, 

supposedly, modernization, with smart cities as the next step in this process.

The irony, of course, is that just as the wetlands and their denizens are dis-

possessed and destroyed in places like Kolkata, wetlands have become central 

to urban planning in the rich Global North. In cities like Boston, New York, 

and Miami, the centrality of such designs is becoming increasingly under-

stood as a key feature of smartness (figure 4.12). In these sites, ecosystems are 

understood to be acting as sensors, data collectors, filters, and nurseries for 

biodiversity as they protect the surrounding city.

Wetlands in this way highlight both the promise and the peril of smart-

ness. Smartness produces resilience— but for whom or what is such resilience 

an issue? Smartness reimagines the divides between urban- rural and the hin-

terlands and the metropolis and creates new understandings of intelligence 

and knowledge. But it can also be recuperated to justify the destruction and 

sacrifice of certain lives at the cost of others. The Indian government, in its 

own search for smartness, has defined this concept broadly: since “there is 

no universally accepted definition of Smart City” then “the objective [of the 

smartness initiative] is to promote cities that provide core infrastructure and 

give a decent quality of life.”73 We agree, but note that in the absence of his-

tory and genealogy, the discourses of ecology and resilience are likely to be 

subsumed within neoliberal economy and environmental management.
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networked in order to avoid the errors of centralized command and con-

trol. Within smart city logic, for example, the emphasis is on data- driven 

planning that can rapidly accommodate climatic, economic, or political 

change without being burdened by any specific political plans or dynamics.

At the same time, this effort to manage unthinkable futures encour-

ages a constant search for “the long tail” (data that points to extreme and 

unusual events) since the very logic of planning is understood as insepara-

ble from the temptation to take the norm— that is, what usually happens— 

for the entire space of possibilities. The assumption that catastrophe must 

be understood as habitual, so to speak, drives efforts to build technologies 

that can disperse risks in time and space, whether through the actual con-

struction of diffuse and decentered physical networks or through forms 

of financial risk management, such as insurance or financial derivatives. 

All of these technologies require increased environmental calculation 

and computation, yet this increase of data gathering and technologies is 

not grounded in a discourse of certainty, causality, or positivism. Donald 

Rumsfeld, secretary of defense under President George Bush, perhaps put it 

best in his now infamous dictum that “there are known knowns; there are 

known unknowns; and there are unknown unknowns.” Resilience plan-

ning is the means through which systems can prepare for, and (after the 

fact) learn from, those future unknown unknowns— all of which are, it 

goes without saying, assumed to be threatening and negative.

Returning to our opening example of COVID- 19 curve flattening, these 

elements of smartness are at the heart of the strategies that governments 

have used to manage a pandemic that was unanticipated in its specifics 

but that was also, as we noted, anticipated by public health experts as a 

possible and even likely future scenario. A search online for “resilience” 

and “COVID- 19” reveals a massive number of articles, websites, and con-

sulting services dedicated to logistics, psychology, and community activ-

ism.75 For managers of supply chains and corporations such as SAP and 

IBM, corporations must become resilient to ensure business continuity: 

“just- in- time” manufacturing has now become “just- in- case” manufactur-

ing, and companies are urged to increase their options, to diversify supply 

chains geographically, to begin thinking about plasticity in manufactur-

ing infrastructure (for example, being able to make alternative products), 

and to identify vital services and processes ahead of time. The COVID- 19 
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pandemic has also clarified which populations national governments con-

sider “expendable”— generally, the elderly, people with underlying health 

conditions, and people of color— as politicians seek to contain the spread 

of infection while at the same time ensuring continuity of the economy. 

As was especially evident in the response of the Trump administration in 

the US, resilience can be employed as a means of naturalizing violence 

by exploiting the uncertainties around a catastrophe— uncertainties, for 

example, about the precise vectors of transmission (surfaces and airborne 

respiratory droplets? Droplets only in closed rooms? and so on)— as a ratio-

nale for doing nothing (which in fact means allowing disproportionately 

high numbers of certain populations to die).76

Perhaps counterintuitively, though, resilience has also been invoked as 

a strategy, norm, and aspiration by some of those same groups positioned 

as expendable within government and corporate strategies of dealing with 

COVID- 19. On the Black Lives Matter website, for example, resilience is 

imagined as an alternative to the triage logic of the status quo: “We affirm 

our humanity, our contributions to this society, and our resilience in the 

face of deadly oppression.” Critical race theorist Kara Keeling has drawn 

on Taleb’s related concept of antifragility as a figure of thought for Black 

liberation and for the possibility of becoming stronger through exposure 

to ongoing shock. Keeling stresses that Taleb’s book itself is a neoliberal 

treatise and is interested only in the implications of antifragility for com-

mercial entrepreneurialism. Yet she notes that precisely because Taleb’s 

concept of antifragility is a critique of the efforts of economists to predict 

and control future risks through computational and calculative techniques 

of derivation and commensurability, it can be part of a liberatory strategy. 

More specifically, Keeling suggests that

the concept of “antifragility” offers the following to the present project [of her 
book Queer Times, Black Futures] and its investments in freedom dreams: (1) a 
critique of finance capital’s construction of “futures” . . .  and (2) another way of 
thinking about the queerness in time as an ally in building the antifragility of 
freedom dreams, the obsessive love that sustains them, and those who advance 
such dreams within, without, and through love.77

The concept of antifragility is useful to Keeling— and the related concept 

of resilience is presumably useful to the authors of the Black Lives Mat-

ter website— because these concepts focus attention on the connection 
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between thriving and shock. Keeling suggests that “something is anti-

fragile when it thrives rather than breaks in conditions of disorder and 

randomness,” and hence “Taleb’s work enables the insight that Black 

cultures are antifragile. They build accidents and surprises into the mod-

ulations that enable them to endure.”78 For Keeling, the concept of anti-

fragility calls for us to understand the future of our present as not yet 

decided and so as potentially radically different from the present. Keel-

ing’s concept of shock thus does not legitimate the sacrifice of lives but 

rather recognizes that trauma has been ongoing and continuous for Black 

people and many others. Such trauma, however, not only can be survived 

but can become a source for creativity and transformation.

Excursus 4.2

Possible Futures of the Smart Forest

In ecology, too, resilience is now a contested concept and tool for reimagining 

more diverse futures and forms of life. Suzanne Simard, a forestry professor at the 

University of British Columbia, is a leading voice in contemporary forest man-

agement and is best known for her work on forests as communication systems 

that have “social lives.”79 In the late 1980s and 1990s, Simard (like Holling a 

few decades earlier) worked for the Canadian forestry industry. Her studies dem-

onstrated, again, that when loggers replaced diverse forests with homogeneous 

plantations the new trees failed to thrive. However, Simard, perhaps unintui-

tively, noted that part of this plantation system required the clearing of under-

brush and the movement of soil, so she began to examine the soil. Her article 

and thesis in the mid- 1990s on the subject changed the field significantly.80

Simard discovered that trees communicate through networks of mycorrhizas 

that exchange carbon, phosphates, and hormones. She subsequently employed 

genomics, radiation sensing, and a combination of big data from satellite, for-

est sensing, and genomic testing to illuminate the incredible complexity of 

biodiversity and its importance for conservation. A central component of her 

approach was the idea of a “mother tree”: a living archive of both knowledge 

and energy for the forest. These trees foster seedlings and are critical nodes that 

permit the forest to thrive. Advanced mapping of this network— which was, in 

essence, a smart or big- data project, though for unusual ends— facilitated an 

understanding of the key infrastructures that, if destroyed, lead rapidly to the 

demise of the entire ecosystem.81

The work of Simard and fellow ecologists creates a different visualization 

of the forest (see figures 4.13 and 4.14). Major news outlets translated this 
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4.13 Network image showing the linkages between Douglas fir trees through 

the mycorrhizal network. The arrow points to the most highly connected tree. 

Source: Beiler et al. 2010, displayed online in Suzanne W. Simard, “Nature’s Inter-

net: How Trees Talk to Each Other in a Healthy Forest,” TEDxSeattle, February 

2, 2017, https:// www . youtube . com / watch ? v=breDQqrkikM .
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4.14 Another network image of tree exchange of nutrients. “Woodwide webs” show-

ing links between older “mother” trees, saplings, and other species of trees. The lines 

illustrate the flow of chemicals and energy between the trees. The studies even demon-

strated that trees can signal each other to begin preparing against predators, such as 

budworms. This incites the surrounding trees to begin preparing defenses (sap) against 

possible insect invasion. Source: Suzanne W. Simard, “Nature’s Internet: How Trees Talk 

to Each Other in a Healthy Forest,” TEDxSeattle, February 2, 2017, https:// www . youtube 

. com / watch ? v=breDQqrkikM .
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Excursus 4.2 (continued)

data and approach into the claim that forests have a “social life,” that trees 

“communicate” with each other, and that we should never “underestimate 

the intelligence of trees.”82 Simard herself, however, discusses the forest in 

terms of smartness and calls a forest “an internet of trees”; in this way, she 

clearly asks her audiences to understand a forest in terms of the communica-

tion networks usually assigned to digital media. And for Simard this is not 

simply a metaphor, for her modes of visualization— from Geiger counters and 

tracing the spread of radiation among mycorrhizal networks and through root 

systems and soil to genomic analysis— are all forms of digital visualization 

that became possible in the past recent decades and facilitated the production 

of models that could not be seen earlier (and hence could not be imagined).

Simard cites Gunderson and Holling as her predecessors and extends their 

understanding of biodiversity into adaptation. As she and her colleagues write 

in a recent summary article, they understand adaptation to be the next step in 

understanding ecosystems:

The adaptive capacity of many complex systems is related to the concept of ecosystem 
resilience [developed by Holling and Gunderson] but with an important difference. Eco-
logical resilience can be characterized by the amount of change that an ecosystem can 
absorb before it loses its ability to maintain its original function and structure, i.e., its 
identity. Following a disturbance, a resilient system has the potential to recover its origi-
nal structure, functions and feedbacks. In contrast, adaptation enables an ecosystem to 
modify its structure and composition so it can sustain major functions or develop new 
ones. It enables the ecosystem to reorganize in a manner that avoids maladaptation to 
the new environmental conditions.83

Within the new matrix of ecology governed by means of complexity theory, 

true resilience is no longer simply sustainability but adaptability. This is a 

form of adaptability, moreover, that only comes to be through networks of 

smartness— that is, codependencies and relations between many parts of the 

forest and diversity in the underbrush, in the trees, and in the soil.

Mycorrhizal networks are essential for this approach, for they share chemical 

signals, nutrients, and carbon among the trees. These forms of communication, 

sharing, and signaling play critical roles in adaptation. These networks, ecolo-

gists argue, are not only information systems like markets, signaling different 

life forms to adapt. The networked forest, ecologists argue, also has a memory:

Complex systems accumulate information from the past that influences future trajec-
tories through persistent change in the system’s structure and composition. . . .  This 
memory may derive from past events, some minor or random, that are reinforced through 
feedbacks in the system and constrain its future trajectory. In forests, early recruitment 
of pioneer species following a disturbance modifies the habitat and influences prospec-
tive colonists. . . .  Forest management practices may also create path dependency, as for 
example in Canada, where an emphasis on stand- level silvicultural planning still drives 
current management practices. This emphasis persists despite new technologies (such as 
GIS and GPS) that readily permit management at larger scales that may be more ecologi-
cally and economically relevant.84
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We have highlighted this new understanding of adaptability because it 

also highlights the positive potential of the concept of resilience. In this 

case, new forms of digital data and imaging, combined with new models of 

networks, learning, adaptation, and communication, have led to forms of 

managing forest futures in more diverse ways. Complexity systems think-

ing in forestry understands the need for change and understands that 

forests are always in transition while also emphasizing “holistic” manage-

ment approaches, which (to paraphrase Holling) enhance adaptability and 

resilience for futures that cannot be fully predicted. Diversity is a value in 

part because of uncertainty.

Excursus 4.2 (continued)

Forests have memories, and these memories shape the future of the ecosys-

tem. These memories are held within the material bodies of the plants and 

related species, as well as in the choices made by humans and by the vagaries 

of which trees are grown and where. For Simard, the forest’s ability to com-

municate, the strength and vitality of the nodes of mother trees, and the trees’ 

connection to other species and their saplings are all questions of history. 

A system that has been devastated and monocropped will lack the material 

memory to adapt to future changes.

This memory augments the machine systems that both make this forest 

visible and enable it to be destroyed. The proto– geographic information and 

proto– global positioning systems that Holling first used in Canada allow for 

ongoing understanding of the changing densities, species, and temperatures of 

the forest. However, this knowledge must be used within the context of under-

standing the system as changing and always evolving, rather than as static.

This understanding of the forest and how one can maintain its “services” 

has been critical to changing the practices of forest management. This under-

scores the more general point that specific ways of visualizing life have material 

impacts on that life itself. Simard and her colleagues argue that good policies 

encourage forest harvesting that respects the network and avoids damaging 

critical nodes. They also argue that wood can be harvested, but only if care 

is taken not to clear cut and attention is paid to regrowing the forest under-

growth, maintaining the soil’s diverse life forms, and reintroducing multiple 

tree species on the basis of an understanding of their interrelationships.
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CONCLUSION

At stake in the competing understandings of resilience and antifragility 

that we have noted above is the common question of what, precisely, 

“learning with continuity,” to draw on Holling’s powerful phrase, can 

and should mean and how computation fits into that aspiration. We can 

parse this into four questions: What is learning? What must remain con-

tinuous for learning to happen? What is the role of computation in learn-

ing with continuity? And on what image of biological evolution does such 

learning model itself?

We take up the second question first, for the question of what must 

remain continuous for learning to happen provides the clearest axis of dis-

tinction among the different images of resilience and antifragility that we 

have discussed in this chapter. BCM stands at one extreme. This practice 

focuses solely on the individual corporation and seeks to ensure that the 

core business— and ultimately the elements of the core business that affect 

the corporation’s share price or profit margin— remains continuous. The 

environment of the business, whether understood as the natural, politi-

cal, or social environment, is relevant only insofar as it bears upon the 

ability of the legal entity of the corporation to persist through time. In 

practice this means that the resilience at which BCM aims requires the per-

sistence of the legal, political, and social status quo. The problem with that 

approach to resilience, Keeling suggests, is that it forecloses on a future not 

predicated upon racial capitalism. Drawing on the example of Royal Dutch 

Shell— the company that, as we noted above, was central to the develop-

ment of scenario planning as a corporate practice— Keeling contends:

Royal Dutch Shell’s existence is predicated on a system of racial capitalism that 
thrives on the dispossession and exploitation of Black people, Indigenous peo-
ples (some of whom describe themselves as “Black”), and people of color. A 
future in which Royal Dutch Shell would continue to exist as such forecloses 
upon a future in which those groups of living beings we currently can identify 
as “Black people” and/or Indigenous peoples, have the resources to enjoy a sus-
tainable and joyful existence on this planet.85

For Keeling, the learning that is necessary in order to create a future that 

is not simply an extension of the inequities of the present can be found in 

the continuous and resilient “freedom dreams” of what Cedric J. Robin-

son first called the Black radical tradition, which has thrived not simply in 
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the face of, but because of, the shocks and trauma that partly engendered 

it.86 Where corporate, financial, and logistical approaches to resilience 

assume a world of scenario plans and unanticipatable futures divorced 

from historical legacy or context— and where focusing on services elimi-

nates any need to consider the specifics of environments or milieus— 

Keeling understands resilience as inextricably linked to an extended 

historical consciousness and to the conscious and planned redesigning of 

institutions and environments.

Keeling’s stress on the link between resilience and an extended his-

torical consciousness seems to us well worth endorsing. This link under-

scores the extent to which Hayek’s image of the market as information 

processor— and, to a lesser extent, Holling’s image of ecosystem services 

that persist even as individual species come and go— has no interest in 

history: so long as the market (Hayek) or ecosystem services (Holling) 

persist, the species of the past are of no interest or relevance. Hayek’s and 

(sometimes) Holling’s disinterest in history is drawn from their under-

standing of evolutionary biology, for whatever evolutionary links there 

might be between a species in the present and the ancient species to 

which it is related is of no interest or help to the present species in its 

struggle for survival.

This in turn highlights the difficulties of drawing on biological evolu-

tion as a model of learning. While biological speciation certainly involves 

change, it is hard to see what, precisely, learns as a consequence of that 

change (if only because no species gets a chance to learn from its mistakes 

after it has gone extinct). Keeling’s approach thus suggests that understand-

ing resilience as a call for multiplicity, and for futures not yet known, will 

require a mode of ecological thinking that runs counter to the optimizing 

demands of capital and that can offer the possibility not of a new normal 

but a new nature.

At the same time, we also need to rethink the role of computation and 

sensing (and the infrastructures and institutions that support these func-

tions) in enabling this new ecology of learning. Computation, in Keeling’s 

account, seems to be primarily a support of racial capitalism, and it is pos-

sible to imagine, following Fred Moten, that in the face of the smartness 

mandate or any other aspect of the normative present “the only thing we 

can do is tear this shit down completely and build something new.”87 If 
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we return to our example of the COVID- 19 pandemic, though, it is not 

entirely clear what this means or how it would differ from the current 

strategy of the political Right. Presumably, it is a good thing to track and 

seek to control COVID- 19 curve rates via smart technologies, to analyze 

this data carefully to determine which communities are suffering dispro-

portionately and to seek to ameliorate those differences, and to provide 

intensive care to anyone who needs it. The alternative strategy favored 

by the Right— namely, actively dismantling the systems that would allow 

for this kind of tracking and care— in the end amounts to a sort of eco-

nomically oriented triage logic, according to which those who have the 

economic means ensure care for themselves, and everyone else is forced 

to hope for the best.

The strategy of tearing everything down also arguably overestimates the 

coherence of “the system” and so misses chances for both learning and 

continuity. The genealogical approach that we take in this book is intended 

to underscore the (generally unintentional) bricolage that has brought 

together the premises, technologies, and dispositifs of the smartness man-

date. This bricolage in turn means that these networked computational 

technologies can be used to other ends. One starting point, for example, 

would be to identify those services— for example, equitable health care or 

universal food and emotional support during a global pandemic— that we 

wish to remain continuous and to figure out concretely the ways in which 

the tools of smartness can be reoriented toward those goals. In Simard’s 

new ecology of the smart forest, we can perhaps see at least an inkling 

of what such a rethinking might mean. And in our coda, we will turn to 

what it might mean to explore the layered temporalities and bricolages of 

smartness.
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The smartness mandate is the demand, cast by its advocates as having the 

force and irresistibility of a law of nature, that all social processes become 

smart. A social process becomes smart when the populations within which 

that process occurs are redesigned as experimental zones, so that widely 

distributed forms of electronic sensing produce data that can be processed 

algorithmically, and in this way enable constant and quasi- automatic 

learning about, and adaptation to, an ever- changing environment (i.e., 

resilience). Because smartness is presented as a— or more often, the only— 

means by which humans can successfully adapt their current highly tech-

nical collective existence to those threatening changes in global ecology 

and geology that humans themselves have engendered, the smartness 

mandate seems to emanate less from sites and structures of human govern-

ment than from nature itself and its evolutionary processes.

As we have documented in this book, many of the guiding premises 

and models for the smartness mandate first emerged in what we might 

broadly call the cybernetic sciences of the 1940s and 1950s. These ele-

ments were linked to one another in new ways in the 1970s and 1980s, 

often as responses to new forms of global relations, including postcolonial 

movements (which called into question the post– World War II geopoliti-

cal order), changes in the structure of global monetary flows and finance 

(the collapse of the Bretton Woods international currency system enabled, 

CODA: FROM THE SMARTNESS 
MANDATE TO THE BIOPOLITICAL 
LEARNING CONSENSUS
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for example, a new system of finance and derivatives), and ecological con-

cerns (which stressed for many the inability of the traditional nation- state 

to address problems that extended beyond national territories). These new 

linkages solidified into the smartness mandate in the early 2000s, often 

guided by the convergence of neoliberal policies and the new capacities of 

computing and sensing technologies.

Yet we have also stressed in each chapter both the contingent nature of 

these connections and the alternative possibilities enabled by the premises, 

models, and techniques that make up the smartness mandate. In our coda 

we expand on these alternative possibilities, and we do so in the name of 

what we will call the biopolitical learning consensus. The smartness mandate 

seems to be a mandate in part because of the high stakes involved: for 

its advocates, we must become smart or else go extinct as a species. And 

the smartness mandate enjoins us to smartness— rather than, for example, 

rationality— in order to underscore the inability of unassisted human rea-

son to understand and cope with the modern challenges that humans face; 

as a consequence of this incapacity, humans need learning processes that 

take place largely within computer systems and that have no telos other 

than perpetual resilience.

What we call the biopolitical learning consensus agrees that unassisted 

human reason cannot fully understand and cope with the modern chal-

lenges that humans face and that, as a consequence, humans need learning 

processes that take place at least partly within computer systems. Yet for 

the biopolitical learning consensus, the limits on unassisted human reason 

stem less from intrinsic limits of rationality than from the fact that there 

is no one group of humans that would ever be able to define the nature 

and contents of rationality or human reason. Rationality is not something 

that can be defined and axiomatized by, for example, the game theorists 

of the 1960s; rather, it is a capacity that is always at work and that works 

differently in every human collective. Learning processes that take place in 

part within computer systems thus need to remain open to different per-

spectives on both what constitutes rationality and what counts as learning.

In place of a mandate to be smart, the biopolitical learning consensus 

seeks to bring these different perspectives together— that is, to feel and 

think together with them. And unlike past examples of political “con-

sensus” that in fact represented agreement among a very small number 
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of people— for example, the neoliberal “Washington Consensus” that 

emerged in the late 1980s— this consensus has no geographic location 

but rather comes together through the distributed efforts of those inter-

ested in learning in all its forms.

The linkage we make between learning and plurality seeks, in one 

sense, to lead the thought of populations away from their conceptual 

and literal capture by markets. In chapter 1 we presented biologist Ernst 

Mayr and economist Friedrich Hayek as uncanny doubles of one another. 

Neither was interested in equilibrium states but rather in what happened 

when conditions changed. Both felt that differences between each of the 

members of large collectives— biological populations, for Mayr; market 

participants, for Hayek— were key to understanding both the capacity for, 

and the actual process of, adaptation to a changing environment. For 

both Mayr and Hayek, this process of adaptation was invisible to the par-

ticipants within this process: a subspecies adapts to its changing environ-

ment by transforming into a new species, but no member of the species 

can be said to learn in this process. In similar fashion, the market “pro-

cesses” the local information possessed by each market participant by 

means of the prices of goods, but neither the market as a whole nor any 

market participant learns, precisely. Yet, perhaps paradoxically, the points 

of conceptual resonance between Mayr’s and Hayek’s accounts enabled 

concepts from each of their respective disciplines to serve, beginning in 

the 1950s, as points of orientation for computer models of human learn-

ing and, subsequently, for models of computer learning.

For the biopolitical learning consensus, the concept of population is 

much more helpful than the concept of the market for reappropriating 

concepts of learning. This is in part because, even in Mayr’s biological for-

mulation, population has a much more capacious sense of difference than 

does Hayek’s market. While Hayek’s market participant is, like Mayr’s bio-

logical individual, a site of difference, Hayek’s market eliminates any dif-

ference that cannot be related to the market metric of price. While fitness 

might seem to play the same role in Mayr’s account, in fact the persisting 

ambiguities of what, exactly, constitutes biological fitness necessarily make 

this a more capacious concept. However, beyond this narrow biological 

point, population is also a term employed within numerous discourses, 

including demography, public health, and public policy, which opens up 
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this concept toward what Roberto Esposito and others have described as 

an affirmative biopolitics.

In each chapter we have sought to illuminate contemporary experi-

ments that direct collective intelligence, sensing, computation, ecology, 

and economy toward more equitable shores— that is, toward what we are 

calling the biopolitical learning consensus. As a way of illuminating the 

latter even further, we close with some final reflections under two head-

ings: the relationship of learning to democracy and the relationship of 

learning to history and memory.

LEARNING AND DEMOCRACY

Smartness is understood by its advocates as a method of perpetual learn-

ing. For this reason it is fundamentally distinguished from rationality, 

which in all of its modalities (ancient, classical, Cold War, and so on) 

focuses on stable criteria for judgments. Smart technologies are perpetu-

ally involved, of course, in making judgments. However, these judgments 

are understood as always provisional and error prone and hence primar-

ily occasions for further learning. Moreover, both these provisional judg-

ments and the open- ended process of learning that they enable cannot be 

restricted to the conscious decisions of humans because they also involve 

automated judgments based on large data sets and environmental systems 

of sensing. And because smartness presumes an environment that can 

never be fully known or mapped, learning has no endpoint: that is, there 

can be no state of knowledge or decision- making beyond smartness.

This approach to judgment and learning sets up a potential conflict with 

the values and procedures of democracy, though this differs in important 

ways from the tension between democracy and neoliberalism. As histori-

ans of economics such as Philip Mirowski and Edward Nik- Khah have doc-

umented, neoliberal economists— who often also served as shock doctrine 

consultants— made no secret of their disdain for democracy whenever the 

latter seemed to question the purported wisdom enabled by markets.1 For 

neoliberal economists such as Friedrich Hayek, George Stigler, and Mil-

ton Friedman, the process of voting that occurs within a representative 

democracy is a coarse and problematic approximation to the distributed 

decision- making that occurs through purchasing decisions; ideally, then, 
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the decisions currently made by means of democratic political processes 

would be shifted into purchasing decisions.2

On the one hand, smartness is also characterized by an elective affin-

ity to markets, since the latter employ a quantitative measure (price) that 

can easily be integrated into smart learning algorithms for the purpose 

of “weighting” elements of the latter. On the other hand, smartness is 

not committed to price as the measure of all things, for the “wisdom” of 

its distributed populations can also employ nonprice metrics (e.g., page- 

ranking methods, Wikipedia, etc.). Yet because its distributed knowledge 

can only be harnessed by means of environmental sensing and algorithmic 

computation, smartness still bears a fundamentally ambivalent relation-

ship to democracy, since it is not clear what role machines and auto-

mated modes of decision- making ought to play in democratic processes.

We wonder whether democracy and smartness might be brought 

closer together by thinking about the latter through the example of one 

of the supposed detriments of liberal democracy— namely, its tendency 

toward perpetual conversation. Twentieth- century critics of democracy 

such as Carl Schmitt and Leo Strauss pointed to what they saw as a con-

tradiction between the democratic assumption that the diverse perspec-

tives of the populace must be respected in any concrete decision and the 

fact that every concrete decision necessarily negated the validity of the 

perspectives of those who voted against the decision.3 For Schmitt and 

Strauss, this meant that democracy was either a perpetual conversation 

that avoided ever arriving at concrete decisions or that it must make 

recourse to extrademocratic states of exception in order to make concrete 

decisions. Yet the temporal orientation of smart learning— its open- ended 

commitment to revision and change— might itself serve as a figure for 

the open- endedness of democracy, in the sense that smartness neces-

sarily involves decisions but does not necessarily consider any of those 

final. From this perspective, the fact that the quantitative dimension of 

smartness is not bound to the market (even if it often finds itself drawn 

into the gravity of the latter) certainly makes it a better bedfellow for 

democracy than neoliberalism proper, for the latter precludes any court 

of appeal beyond the market’s red tooth and claws. (Nor, we will add, 

are the aspirations of contemporary democracy necessarily alien to big 

data and algorithms, for it was precisely the latter that enabled critics of 
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gerrymandering to prove to the US Supreme Court that such had in fact 

taken place in North Carolina in the United States.4)

The question of what learning means is clearly key to any effort to bring 

smartness and democracy closer to one another. If smart learning is under-

stood through a Darwinian image of winners ruthlessly culled from los-

ers in a process of evolution, smartness will likely always find itself unable 

to escape the event horizon of the market. We have pointed, however, to 

other images of natural evolution— for example, the smart forest— that can 

move us toward other images of learning. Nor does learning itself need to 

be bound to a biological image. To return to our opening example of the 

Event Horizon Telescope, we find hope in the signals of a black hole, which 

were sent eons ago from a time beyond human— even Terran— time. This 

is a reminder that some experiences can only emerge through the global 

networks of sensory and measuring instrumentation. There are in this sense 

radical possibilities in realizing that learning and experience might be not 

only internal to subjects but also shared. Perhaps these are just realizations 

of what we have known all along: that our worlds are composed of relation-

ships to Others.

HISTORY AND MEMORY

As we have noted at multiple points in this book, the “success” of smartness 

is in large part a function of its agnostic relationship to crisis and catastro-

phes. Rather than seeking to specify in advance what might constitute a 

crisis— a specification that would itself require explicit value judgments— 

smartness instead presents itself as an all- purpose method for responding 

to any and all crises, whether these seem primarily political (e.g., terrorism), 

economic (e.g., collapse of futures markets), medical (e.g., pandemics), or 

ecological (e.g., rising sea levels). Smartness is both an epistemology and a 

set of technologies for ensuring consistency throughout multiple crises, or 

what Holling called “learning with continuity.” Though smartness has a 

memory of sorts, in the sense that each crisis should be an occasion to learn 

even more about the means for ensuring consistency in the next crisis, 

there is no space in the epistemology of smartness for history, memory, and 

historical trauma in the sense in which we usually understand those terms.
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We have thus sought, at various points, to open up smartness to tradi-

tional understandings of history, memory, and historical trauma. In some 

cases this was via an appeal to alternate understandings of natural evolu-

tion: for example, Simard’s understanding of the smartness of forests as 

in part a function of their capacity for extended memory. In other cases 

we emphasized the long lineages of trauma of those deemed “losers” by a 

market- oriented vision of smartness (for example, those who lost houses 

in the global market crash of 2008, who were overwhelmingly also those 

who would earlier have been denied housing loans due to racial redlin-

ing policies). In addition, we excavated alternative visions of computa-

tion and living, such as the Japanese architect Arata Isozaki’s City in the 

Air project, which was like, yet differed significantly from, Negroponte’s 

vision of soft architecture. Had these past experiments been embraced, 

they would have led smartness in different directions. They are in this 

sense especially important to our project, for they underscore that the 

smartness mandate was not inevitable but instead resulted from contin-

gent connections and alliances.

To stress even further this fact of contingency, we wish to recall that 

although machine learning since the 1950s has become a project of revis-

ing cognition, it was originally an attempt to understand better what we 

might call the historical dimension of human perception. The first model 

of a neural network, for example— Frank Rosenblatt’s perceptron— was not 

introduced as a model of artificial intelligence but was intended to teach us 

about natural intelligence. The perceptron was not a technical solution to 

a problem (how to automate pattern recognition) but rather a way to pose 

questions and learn about an unknown entity (natural intelligence). Or, 

more accurately, it was an experimental construct for producing models, 

which asked: How might such a model change how we understand what a 

machine or a mind might be?5

One answer to that question emerged from the genealogical relation-

ships among Rosenblatt, Hayek, and Hebbs (as well as Donald Ewen 

Cameron, Milton Friedman, Augusto Pinochet, and a host of others) and 

eventually gave rise to what Naomi Klein called the shock doctrine. Yet 

the movement from the shock doctrine to the smartness mandate reveals 

yet a different answer, or set of answers, to the question of what machines 

and minds— and their interrelationships— might be. Our hope, of course, 
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is that this book can, by returning us to this contingent genealogy, help 

us to formulate yet other answers.

We conclude by returning to the beginning. The Atacama Desert, where we 

began our prologue, is, on the one hand, the site of new capacities: a site, 

for example, in which astrobiologists can locate new forms and modes of 

life; a site for which computer scientists can develop new mathematics of 

real- time monitoring and modeling of massive copper and gold mines; and 

a site by means of which astronomers can produce new images of aspects of 

the universe, such as the event horizon of a black hole. On the other hand, 

the production of these new capacities in the Atacama also seems to bring 

its own forms of death by contributing, for example, to the disappearance of 

native flora and fauna, including Indigenous human groups. But even in the 

face of this apparent loss and death, smartness is positioned by its advocates 

as a potential savior. Sociedad Química y Minera engineers, for example, 

assert that new technologies will allow water managers to optimize water 

usage by recycling and collecting the water that evaporates. Smartness pur-

portedly enables, in other words, the most finite resource in the desert (water) 

to become elastic and optimizable and allows the environment more gener-

ally to become fortified and made resilient. From this perspective, resource 

limitations and catastrophic environmental events no longer emerge as “cri-

ses” that necessitate responses by experts (even those economists who are 

experts in “austerity” fiscal policies). They can instead be addressed through 

incremental experiments, which enable would- be crises to be ameliorated 

through endless adjustments and manipulations of time and data collection.

Yet time and data can be manipulated in many ways, and one spe-

cific manipulation of this same desert— Patricio Guzman’s film Waiting 

for the Light (2010)— underscores some of what is lost in these dreams of 

smartness. In the immediate aftermath of the September 11, 1973, coup 

in Chile, nearly 10 percent of the national population was tortured, “dis-

appeared,” or exiled. Some of those who were disappeared ended up in 

the desert, first taken by Puma helicopter from detention sites and then 

either killed and buried in unmarked graves or thrown from the heli-

copter. These disappearances were only a small part of a larger program 

of torture and murder. Over 2,000 Chileans were murdered, and tens of 

thousands tortured. Thousands also fled the country (see figure C.1).6
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Guzman’s film creates visual parallels between, on the one hand, the 

search by mothers for the bodies of their children killed by Pinochet’s 

supporters and, on the other, astronomers watching and recording the 

stars in the Atacama’s high- altitude observatories. (The wave millime-

ter arrays were not yet functioning when Guzman created his film). 

Guzman treats the desert landscape as a recording machine for both 

human and inhuman memories: the search for murdered loved ones 

and the trace of stars 50 million light- years away. The film thus suggests 

that the desert provides some kind of intelligence and memory that is 

partially accessible, but not restricted, to humans. Guzman offers us a 

dangerous romance with the possibilities afforded by our nonhuman 

intelligences that augment or supplant our human memories (see fig-

ures C.2 and C.3).

C.1 Calama Memorial for the Pinochet victims. Source: Wikimedia Commons, accessed 

August 6, 2019, https:// commons . wikimedia . org / wiki / File:Memorial_DDHH_Chile_06_

Memorial_en_Calama . jpg .
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C.2 Patricio Guzman, Waiting for the Light, 2010.

C.3 Patricio Guzman, Waiting for the Light, 2010.
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His story ties together tales of cybernetics, astronomy, and economy 

in a way that confronts both the horror of and our capacity to imag-

ine encounters with radical forms of difference. In many ways it refracts 

the event horizon as an image. It is the image of what we cannot see. 

It is proof of the limits of scientific representation. Our hope is that by 

reflexively encountering through our machines the very limits to human 

knowledge and control, we might envision another path for smartness— a 

path that, by recognizing the limits to computation, realizes new possible 

relations of care and participation to the world.
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munication and economics, see Philip Mirowski, Machine Dreams: Economics Becomes 
a Cyborg Science (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2002); and Claude Shannon 
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Ontology of the Enemy: Norbert Wiener and the Cybernetic Vision,” Critical Inquiry 
21 (1994): 228– 266.

6. Black was an applied mathematician who had been trained by artificial intelli-
gence pioneer Marvin Minsky, Scholes was a Canadian American economist from 
the University of Chicago who came to MIT after earning his PhD under Eugene 
Fama, and Merton was an economist trained at MIT. The equation we discuss here 
is sometimes called the Black- Scholes option pricing model, while others call this 
the Black- Scholes derivative pricing model, and we employ the latter terminology. 
While these three figures are not singularly responsible for global financialization, 
their history serves as a mirror of a situation in which new computational tech-
niques were produced to address geopolitical- environmental transformations. See 
George G. Szpiro, Pricing the Future: Finance, Physics, and the 300 Year Journey to the 
Black- Scholes Equation (New York: Basic Books, 2011), 116– 117, Kindle.
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Political Conjuncture,” Culture Unbound 6 (2014): 189– 210, 193.
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options, see Donald A. MacKenzie, An Engine, Not a Camera: How Financial Models 
Shape Markets (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2006), 37– 88.

9. Black and Scholes were not the first to treat the movement of stock prices as 
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twentieth century; see MacKenzie, An Engine, Not a Camera, 56– 66. However, they 
were the first to embed this premise in the mathematical structure of an investment 
tool that subsequently became widely used.
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trage” refers to purportedly risk- free investments, such as the profit that can be made 
when one takes advantage of slight differences between currency exchanges— or the 
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